GIVE YOUR
EMPLOYEES
THE GIFT OF
WEALTH

MONEYWIZE

ONLINE FINANCIAL EDUCATION &
CHALLENGES

Workers’ Financial Woes Impact Small Business. Many
Employees are Only One Paycheque Away from a
Financial Crisis.
Small-business owners think a lot about keeping their teams happy and
motivated to serve their customers. When employees are happy, they’re more
focused on business, which translates into satisfied customers. Everyone wins.
But in far too many businesses across Canada, something is stopping
employees from achieving maximum success at work: a lifestyle of living
paycheque to paycheque. And this issue isn’t limited to large companies.
Research shows it’s making just as big an impact on the nation’s smaller
businesses and their employees.
The majority of small-business workers can’t get through a pay period without
exhausting their money. As a result, many are living far too close to the edge.
This lack of preparedness can sometimes impact small businesses most
because they rely on smaller teams and their limited HR personnel.

Across the Board, Workers Are Just Scraping By Financially

A high majority (68%) of people who work at small businesses (defined as
companies with fewer than 200 employees) are living paycheque to
paycheque.

Life’s Little Emergencies Increase Debt and Zap
Retirement Confidence
Most employees (57%) who reported living paycheque to paycheque would
also have a hard time covering a $1,000 emergency without borrowing. They
are 19 times more likely to be unable to do so. But workers who never live this
way present an encouraging contrast.
Only 3% of those who reported never living cheque to cheque would be
unable to pay a surprise $1,000 bill without borrowing. The combination of
often having little or no funds along with high levels of debt has a way of
eating up a paycheque fast. This situation often prevents small-business
employees from feeling much hope for the future.

Our Solution:
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The 9 Core Learning Modules
This program gives employees a deep understanding on financial
concepts and products so they can become better educated and
make better decisions.
How Money Works
Financial Independence Number
The 3 After-Tax Income Paths
What Disability Coverage Actually Is

How Much Insurance is Enough?
Why Asset Allocation Matters
Responsible Investments
What a Financial Plan Is

+Access to Online Advice from a Professional Financial Advisor

"Life Events" Support Series
This series offers resources for different stages in life and gives you
a glimpse of what might be an important part of your financial
picture at the time. Provides formes and actions guides to help
employees through a specific stage in life:
Marriage
New child
Divorce
Buying a Home
Eldercare

New Job
Work Promotion
Starting a Side Business
...and more!

Wize Money Challenges
Twice a year we'll run two challenges across all of our subscribed
companies. Employees can participate in:
1. Debt Eliminator
2. Savings Accumulator
Participants compete against themselves and learn more about how
money works in their journey. Prizes are awarded for each winner within
each organisation participating.

Pricing
Existing Group Benefit Clients
The 9 Core Learning Modules & Life Events, On-demand Remote Financial
Coaching and Wize Money Challenges is complimentary.

Non-existing Group Benefit Clients
$3 per employee, per month, billed annually with a onetime $150
activation set up fee to customise the Wize Money Challenge Materials.

MoneyWize is a proven, innovative method to help you
grow and protect yourself financially.
-Ritchie, Sr. Partner, Mortgage Firm

This program breaks down the sometimes
overwhelming world of finance into bite-size pieces
that are easy to understand and digest. Employees will
love it.
--Sarah, 9Rounds Franchise Partner

Watch Video
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